Executive
Training
Solutions

Grow as a Leader to
Increase Team Productivity
Do you want to help your employees achieve more?
What if you could create a company culture that builds success?
When was the last time you thought, “Wow! My job is amazing!”?
Our customized training will give you the skills and confidence to
lead yourself and your team, thrive in a climate of constant change,
and make a difference.

As with people,
each organization
is different.
We provide
you with
tailor made
executive
training
solutions

We meet and learn
what your needs are.

Do research
with your team
on what they need.

eats
“ Culture
strategy
for breakfast
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The Global Academy of Coaching
Offers Customized Training to
Boost Your Team’s Performance
Here are some sessions and topics we cover with our clients:
Mentoring Programs
Diffuse the power of mentoring in your organization.
Reduce retention, increase productivity

Executive Coaching accredited
by International Coaching Federation
Invest in a mind shift perspective for your employees and make
the best out of them in a one on one basis or in a group setting
according to your needs

Enhance Leadership skills
Tailor made academy program to your organizations needs
that skyrockets your teams leadership skills
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Build Success
Through Mentoring
1

67% of

businesses report
an increase in
productivity due
to mentoring,
yet less than 2 in
5 people have a
mentor.

2

3

Mentoring
produces
positive changes
in employee
retention,
loyalty, and job
satisfaction.

Discover how to
launch and lead
an effective
mentoring
program for
your company
through the
expert guidance
of our coaches.

Executive Coaching
to Empower Leaders
1
Every leader has
blind spots and
areas they can
improve. When
you work with an
executive coach,
they will help
you discover
how to grow.

2

Executive
coaching
focuses on
helping people
find the best
perspective to
achieve their
goals.
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Find your best
perspective
through group
sessions or in
one-on-one
training. Our
coaches will help
you and your
team grow
together.

Skyrocket to Success
with Leadership Skills
What are leadership skills, anyway?

Here are

6

crucial
leadership skills:

Decisiveness

Integrity

Relationship
Building

Problem
Solving

Dependability

Teaching
Ability

Develop a plan to grow each one of these skills in yourself
and your team with the help of our coaches.
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We Offer Expert Coaches,
Customizable Programs,
and Guaranteed Results
Expert Coaches

Jill Douka | MBA, MCC
Jill Douka MBA, is the Leadership Coach and Master
Certified Coach accredited by International Coaching
Federation which brings her to the 4% of coaches
globally. She is the #1 International Bestselling
and Awarded Author of 3 books, highly sought after
internationally-renowned speaker, awarded mentor
by the European Union.

Nikolas Ouranos | PCC
Nikolas Ouranos is a Professional Certified Coach
(PCC) and graduate of Panteion University. He is
also the bestselling author of “Create Your Life
Now” and “Suddenly Now.”

Customizable Programs
Our experts are coaches, not program salespeople. They will talk with you,
listen to your organization’s goals, and help you craft a strategy for achieving
those ambitions.
We can focus on group work for team enhancement. Equally, a coaching plan
can be designed for each key individual on your team to help them achieve
the best.

Guaranteed Results
We offer a 100% satisfaction guarantee – and we have never needed it.
Our students rate us 9.4/10 and tell us amazing stories about how coaching
has changed their lives.
We guarantee results because we have decades of coaching experience.
Coaching is a dynamic, responsive relationship and we have the experience to
make it work.
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Methodology
In Global Academy of Coaching we develop experiential exercises combined
with theoretical case studies. This combination gives the opportunity to the
participants to apply immediately and make use of the new tools and strategies
they learn. Our methodology is based on group coaching and sharing,
simulation exercises, team building activities, journaling, facts of science and
videos.
Our trainers are some of the very few Europeans who have been trained by Jim
Roth, Anthony Robbins, Jack Canfield, Stephen Covey, Tom Rath, Marcus
Buckingham, Marie Diamond, Marianne Williamson, DC Cordova, Fabienne
Frederickson, Brendon Burchard, Robin Sharma who are global leaders on
leadership, customer service and people development sectors.
Accountability. Participants prior to the training send to the training leader what
they would like to get as learning from the training. During the 6- or 12month
program they are assigned an accountability partner, so that they weekly check
in and discuss their progress.
At the end of each training, there is written feedback by the participants. The
results are communicated to Human Resources Department and are important
as feedback for future training design and needs.
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Testimonials

After attending the seminar I mobilised so as to put in a row the
goals that I set from time to time but never achieved in the end.
I definitely consider it as the beginning in a more positive
attitude of life and awareness of many things about my daily life
and what I want to achieve.
S. Zoupanou, Human Resources Lead at Mondelez

“

After participating at your training, I got activated in order to
put my goals in place which I occasionally set but I never
accomplish in the end. I certainly believe it’s a start towards a
more positive way of life and awareness of many things about
my daily routine and my future. Thank you!
M. Gergaki, IT Manger Ibedrola Renewables Energy

“

The most amazing thing about Jill, is her ability to highlight new
perspectives out of every seemingly tough situation. She is
definitely an "accelerator" of change, a kick of inspiration and a
source of positive energy. I have enjoyed every minute of her
coaching and I'd gladly work with her again in the future.
Liana Chatzicharalampous, Head of Financial Services at Rokas Renewables

“

“

“

M. Chatzipavlou, HR Business Partner at Microsoft

“

This has been an experience filled with positivity and fun. Inspiring
presentation and team building activities.
We will arrange our next training soon.

“

“

GLOBAL ACADEMY OF COACHING
Global Academy of Coaching is active in the area of coaching and experiential learning
in Europe, USA and Asia. GAC supports organizations and business executives, who
want to develop and maximize their dynamics and be Global Leaders. In GAC we
collaborate with leaders in the personal development sector from all over the globe.
In Global Academy of Coaching we guide our clients in order to bring to the surface and
“unlock” their Uniqueness, that is, their strengths, their energy, their goals, and their
values, through Trainings, Coaching and the Uniqueness Game. Once our clients
discover and clarify their strengths and goals, they begin to live their life around their
Uniqueness and live a more meaningful life filled with vitality, energy and balance.
The basis of the team work of GAC is the Uniqueness Concept, which consists of a
mixture of ideas of the strengths approach, of positive psychology and the body/
mind connection, focusing on the only thing that someone may really control – their
own self.
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Meet our Coach Trainers

Jill Douka
Curriculum Vitae
Head Trainer
Jill Douka MBA, MCC is the only Greek #1 bestselling author who is accredited at
the 4% of coaches globally as Master Certified Coach by International Coach
Federation. She is a #1 Awarded International Bestselling Author, Life Coach,
Awarded Business Mentor by the European Union and international workshop
leader. Jill is a Coach Mentor Accredited by International Coach Federation. She is
one of the few Europeans, Official Member of Forbes Coaches Council. Her 2
books, Create Love and How to Create Your Life, co-authored with her husband
Nikolas Ouranos, Relationship Coach, have been #1 Bestsellers. She is the one of
the very few European female TEDx speaker in Europe and Asia.
One more personal note, most people don’t know this but Jill Douka has been
through abuse at a very young age, anorexia and bulimia, a fiancée left months
prior to their wedding, has been through a very painful miscarriage of their son
Angel and has undergone multiple IVFs. These challenges have made her able to
support women get over some of the most painful stages of their lives, with
courage, dignity and by communicating their truth.
She is Greek Canadian and has trained, coached and mentored thousands high
profile clients like politicians, Tv stars, athletes in Europe, USA and Asia. She is
considered to be one of the most acclaimed coaches in Europe by the press and is
one of the first Europeans invited to speak in a TEDx event in Asia and Europe in
the same year. You may see her talks here.
She is the founder of Global Academy of Coaching which is dedicated to
supporting individuals to become coaches who support their clients to thrive while
at the same time serve as top leaders within their community.
She is a frequent guest in tv and radio shows and has been featured in major
publications like Forbes, The Times of India, Madame Figaro, Huffington Post and
more. Via Global Academy of Coaching she supports people to successfully cope
with change by unlocking their strengths, energy and goals. Some of her clients are
Kraft, Microsoft, Iberdrola, Peiraios Bank.
She holds an MBA from ALBA and is an International Coach Academy graduate.
She has studied Human Resources in Cornell University and holds a Master’s degree
in Cultural Management and Political Science from Université Paris Dauphine.
Studied Contemporary Dance and Choreography in Merce Cunningham Foundation
in New York. Jill is a member of Hellenic Coaching Association, member of the
European Business Mentors, member of the European Mentoring and Coaching
Council and founding member of the European Evolutionary Business Council. She
is a member and an accredited Mentor Coach of International Coach Federation.
You may order Jill's International Awarded Bestseller Αγάπη Τώρα, Ξαφνικά Τώρα, Ευ
Ζην Τώρα, Create Love, How to Create Your Life here: https://jillandnikolas.com/vivlia/
Mrs. Douka was chosen and awarded as a mentor at the European Business Mentors
network. She is an active philanthropist. Jill is committed to support over
1.000.000 women to reclaim their lives, to get filled with confidence, let go of
their not enoughness and stress and enjoy every second of their precious lives.
Together with her husband Nikolas Ouranos and their daughters Marlena and Joy
and their dog Luna, they work and travel all over the globe.
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Meet our Coach Trainers

Nikolas Ouranos
Curriculum Vitae
Trainer
Nikolas Ouranos is a Life & Relationship Coach, # 1 Best Selling Author,
Professional Certified Coach (PCC) by the International Coach Federation (ICF) and
professor at Global Academy of Coaching.
He is a graduate of Panteion University but from the beginning he focused on what
he loved most, his contribution to others and the need to intervene remedially in
the problematic grid of interpersonal relationships that people have today.
He is a certified Marriage Mentor by clinical psychologist Les Parrott and marriage
and family specialist Leslie Parrott, who are now among the top marriage
counselors in America.
Nikolas developed an intense writing work and his books were honored by the
consumers who ranked them first. He is deservedly characterized as the Best
Selling author of his three books "Create Love now", "Create your Life Now"and
"Suddenly Now".
With his inexhaustible passion and a path of personal experiences that shaped his
scientific thinking, his coaching identity focuses on our ability to experience true
love in our lives and find it with our other whole.

Kyproula Kyprianou
Associate Certified
Coach (ACC)
Kyproula Kyprianou is a graduate of Global Academy of Coaching with a degree in Life
Coaching and Relationship. She is an Associate Certified Coach (ACC) by the
International Coach Federation (ICF).
She works for an international company in the field of digital payments as Head of Billing.
Holder of BSc degree in Finance, MSc in Monetary and Economics and professional
diplomas in Risk in Financial Services, International Compliance and Cysec Advanced.
She has been a partner of Global Academy of Coaching since 2018 and works with
people who want to improve their quality of life, on a personal, relationship and
professional level.
Her mission is to help people create and live their lives to the fullest and prosperous.

We have created tailor made training solutions for
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Are You Ready to Lead
Yourself and Your Team
to the Next Level?

Contact information
Contact person
Eva Pachi | Executive Marketing Director
Email | info@globalacademyofcoaching.com
Phone | GR +30 6937070269 | USA +1 3322018102

